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BITÁCORA is an established and yet, constantly
evolving project led by the composer and pianist
Antonio Ballestín, who has gathered some of the
best and most active musicians of the Aragonese
region.
In 2003, the foundations are laid for Bitácora
to become a jazz fusion band, with the guitarist
and composer Guillermo Aguilar and Juan
Millán as drummer. Since then, the band has
attracted different musicians. Perhaps, it is
worth highlighting the 2010 ensemble (Antonio
Ballestín, Juan Millan, Toño Bernal, Luis Gimenez,
Chavi Naval Badorrey Carlos and Javier Gonzalo),
and their presence at the International Jazz
Festival of Zaragoza (12th November 2010). It
was here where they first met great expectations
and managed to receive excellent response from
audiences and critics alike. For the occasion, the
band shared the stage with Christian Scott and
the bill with Uri Caine, Gonzalo Rubalcaba, Billy
Cobham, Chucho Valdés and Esperanza Spalding.

“

“Antonio Ballestín has taken a step forward with
his new project, where contemporary and folk
music are still an integral part, but where jazz is
always the starting point. In order to accomplish
this, he has managed to surround himself with the
best musicians of the jazz scene in his homeland.
Compositions such as “Northern Lights”, “Ambar·,
“Cierzo” or “Miniature” are part of the repertoire of
this magnificent group, which, in the next decade,
will undoubtedly become a reference for future
generations of musicians.”
Miguel Ángel Tapia
Programador del Festival de Jazz
Zaragoza 2010.

After a period of reflection and development, Bitácora
returns in 2015 with new repertoire, and a renewed and
gifted ensemble:

“

Antonio Ballestín • Piano, Composition & Artistic Direction
Fran Gazol • Drums & Percussion.
Javier Callén • Bass Guitar & DoubleBass.
Alex Comín • Acoustic & Electric Guitar..
Alejandro Doñágueda • Saxophones & Flute.
Roberto Gómez Cinca • Trumpet & Flugelhorn.
Alberto Martínez •Trombone & percussion.

Amphibian Music
Since 2003, Bitácora has been musically defined
as a personal diary in which each musician could
contribute with the musical language that he or she
considered vital at that particular stage of his or
her career. That is why its repertoire is made up of
varying genres like rock, jazz, flamenco, Aragonese
folk and contemporary classical music. Thus,
the term Amphibian Music was born as a way of
describing the moment in which a performer or
composer introduces his instrumental or musical
language into a new territory and this manages to
survive in spite of accepting new rules and merging
into new musical ground.
At the beginning, the band created a repertoire in
which these new styles flowed through the versions
created by other composers (Chick Corea’s jazz
fusion, Jorge Berges’s flamenco, or Claude Bolling’s
classical jazz). However, their members began to
make their own compositions soon. Since 2008,
Bitácora’s repertoire has consisted of original
music composed for the band, namely by Antonio
Ballestín, who has taken the reins of the group as a
composer, pianist and artistic director.
Bitácora is more than a standard Jazz Fusion
Band. By avoiding the formal jazz clichés, Bitácora
showcases compositions with a dramatic and
narrative musical discourse, as classical music
does, instead of the typical 8/16 bar tunes based
on endless solo improvisations. Moreover, in these
works, arrangements and instrumentation acquire
an essential role. In relation to these features we
can find obvious influences from Maria Schneider
Orchestra or Pat Metheny Group. It is in these
features that the originality of Bitácora lies, and it
is this blending and merging of musical styles and
genres that gives birth to the concept of amphibian
music.

Bitácora
Zaragoza International Jazz Festival 2010
“Cierzo”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yzX1XXMxUU
“Gjotica de Agua”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-Bf2HjsGgc
“Can Rigol”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VYJhkGpLXY
“Campana de los Perdidos”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryVkCdk2CpA

Antonio Ballestín
Pianist, composer and arranger and born in Zaragoza
(Spain) in 1977, Antonio Ballestín soon developed
his musical vocation in various areas, with an intense
activity in classical music and various popular music
genres.
He first attended musical studies in his hometown
with Javier Laboreo. In 1998 he moved to Barcelona
and obtained a degree in Classical Piano with Miquel
Farré and a degree in Musicology. In this city he
discovered Jazz and Composition with masters such
as Guillermo Klein and later Joan Albert Amargós. In
2006 he moved to Holland thanks to a local bursary.
In Codarts (Rotterdam), he studied Composition and
Arrangement with Paul van Brugge, and Jazz Piano
with Kris Goessens. In 2010, he obtained his degree,
followed by the Nuffic Scholarship to study a Master in
Classical Composition. In 2012 he moved to London
thanks to a new bursary from City University for Film
Music.
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His music has been heard on numerous stages and in
festivals like Rotterdam Jazz International (2008), Red
Sound Festival (2008), Youth Opera Festival (2007), Sofia
Musik Week (2009), Tromp Percussion (2010), Cycle of
Great Soloists Pilar Bayona of the Auditorio de Zaragoza
(2011), Cycle Youth & Classic of the Ateneu Barcelonès
(2011), Cycle PLG Young Artists (2012). Some of his
works have also been included as part of programs in
higher Music Institutions, like the Royal Conservatoire of
The Hague (Holland), City University (London), Zurich
University for the Arts (Switzerland), Escuela Superior
Reina Sofía (Madrid), or Conservatorio Superior de
Música de Aragón (Spain).
Among the many groups that have performed his music,
special mention should be given to The Classical Jazz
Ensemble, Rotterdam Symphonic Jazz Orchestra, Codarts
Symphonic Jazz Orchestra, Magogo Kammerorkest, West
Coast Big Band, Bulgarian National Radio Orchestra &
Big Band, London City University Big Band, Classical
Jazz Ensemble, Shymphonic Band of Alcañiz, Wonder
String Quartet, Rotterdam Ensemble, Terpsichore Guitar

Quartet, violinist Alma Olite and cellist Pau Codina.
Ballestín’s experiences in film music include “Robot
Shymphony” by Arno Volkers (Belgium), or the
production “Megumi” by MIRFILM (Holland); while his
experience in theatre music includes the play “Anne Frank
and the Stars” by Saltatium (Madrid).
His highlight as a pianist was the creation of the group
Bitácora in 2003, dedicated to the fusion of genres such as
jazz, folk and contemporary music.
He has won International Composition Prizes, such as
the Federico Mompou (2010) or the Italy Pas (2012). His
main catalogue of works have been published by Molenaar
Edition (Amsterdam), Editorial Boileau (Barcelona) and
HoneyRock Publishing (USA).
antonioballes@gmail.com
www.antonioballestin.com
https://soundcloud.com/antonio-ballest-n
www.youtube.com/user/antonioballestin/videos
www.myspace.com/antonioballes
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OTHER JAZZ RELEASES

“September”- Rotterdam Symphonic Jazz Orchestra,
Rotterdam Jazz International Festival (28.09.2008)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIEI8nnetI0
“Cierzo”- West Coast Big Band
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhXkzzC7DE8
OTHER CLASSICAL CONTEMPORARY RELEASES

“Doktor Faustus”, for Cello Solo, officially premiered
by Pau Codina, First Prize in the International
Composition Competition Federico Mompou 2010.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgsnEQw8DOI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZprIW3mGGE
“Nosferatu”, for Violin Solo, dedicated and premiered
by Alma Olite.
MUSIC FOR FILM AND CLIP

“Little Ashes”- Movie
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDx9dbA52jM
“Luzhin Defence”- Movie
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcc6I_KFB2o
“Nuit Blanche”- Animation
http://www.youtube.com/atch?v=SH1WWBUVMEg
“Ford Zetec”- Advert
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNDTsOEkv7U
“Terra incógnita”- Documentary
http://vimeo.com/76716784
http://vimeo.com/77295111
http://vimeo.com/77370185
http://vimeo.com/77370963
http://vimeo.com/77498917
As a pianist

“Children´s Songs”- Ensemble Arte Confluencias,
http://www.youtube.com/atch?v=GGMDULCGE2Q
“Children´s Songs”- Dúo Arte Confluencias,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tInb--gToQ
“On her road to heaven”- Inma Galiot Sextet
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_WF1Zsciq0
“Notte Inmetta”- Inma Galiot Sextet
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vh4QsZmGCXY
“2116 Kms later”- Inma Galiot Sextet
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pItOQxyn-aM

Bitácora

Antonio Ballestín
Fran Gazol
Javier Callén
Alex Comín
Roberto Gómez Cinca
Alejandro Doñágueda
Alberto Martínez

Born in Zaragoza in 1977, Gazol studied Classical
Percussion with César Peris and Manuel Ramada at
the Conservatoire in Zaragoza. At the same time, he
was actively involved in the musical scene in Zaragoza, performing with pop and rock groups such as
“El Polaco”, “Super-Yo”, “N.D.N.” “Adiós Jumbo” and
“Tercera Ola”. In 2000 he started studying Jazz in the
“Escuela de Música Creativa” with Carlos Carli, creating his first Jazz Trio (“Up Trio”) with Carlos Bernal
on the guitar and Pablo Millas on the bass. In 2002 he
joined “Musikene”, Music Higher Conservatoire in the
Basque Country, specializing in Jazz Battery and graduating in 2007. There, he studied with drummer Jo
Krause, besides enjoying the teachings of other great
musicians such as Jorge Rossi, Guillermo McGill,
Bob Sands, Andrej Olejnizac, Gonzalo Tejada, Albert
Sanz, Patricio Goyalde, Roger Mas, Sorkunde Idígoras
among others.
He has been part of “El Eje”, a jazz quintet who parti-

Piano, Composition & Artistic Direction
Drums and Percussion
Bass and Double Bass
Acoustic & Electric Guitar
Trumpet & Flugelhorn
Saxophones & Flute
Trombone & percussion

cipated in two editions of the San Sebastian Jazz Festival and the Zaragoza Jazz Festival. It was with this
group that he won the “Young Musicians Contest of
Cantabria”. He has also been involved with the “Carlos
Bernal Trio” at the San Sebastián Jazz Festival.
He has taken part in other Jazz Festivals like “Mirajazz” (Miranda de Ebro) and repeatedly in the Castejon
de Sos Festival. He is a member of “The Big Lazy Lad”,
“Carlos Bernal Trio”, “Marcos Sanchez Trio” and “Endavant” in addition to collaborating with other bands
and projects.
He has shared the stage with musicians like Roger
Mas, Albert Sanz, Bob Sand, Andrej Olejnizac and
Iñaki Salvador, among others.
His teaching experience includes the Conservatoire
of Zaragoza, Conservatoire of Tarazona, Municipal
School of Utebo, Municipal School of Barbastro, Municipal School of Almunia, Gallur School and School
of Ateca or the International Jazz Seminar Zarautz.

Fran Gazol

Javier

Born in 1980 in Monzón (Huesca), Callén studied the
Violin at the Conservatoire of his home town. In 2012
he obtained his degree in music, specialising in Jazz
(Bass) through the Conservatoire of Navarra. He has
also a Diploma in Musical Teaching. He has attended
classes, courses and seminars by renowned teachers
such as Matt Brewer, Reuben Rogers, William Klein,
Edward Perez, Gilad Hekselman, Aaron Goldberg
and Javier Colina among others. He has worked as a
teacher and professional musician in different areas of
the sector and in many projects, specializing in Jazz

Callén

in recent years. He has taken part in different Jazz
Festivals, as those held in Zaragoza or Vitoria, and
has also been part of different recordings with Marcos
Sanchez (Youkali Music) and Jorge Abadías Quintet
(Errabal), to name but a few. He has performed with
many musicians including Miguel Fernandez, Jorge
Abadías, Gianni Gagliardi, Marco Mezquida, Kepa
Junkera, the Enchiriadis Choral Group, Thomas
Kretszchmar, Roger Mas, Federico Lechner, Iñaki
Askunze and Romain Vuillemin.

the Santa Cecilia Conservatoire, and with
guitarists like Luis Gimenez and Alonso
Martinez. He took part in Masterclasses
and Seminars imparted by Javier Colina,
Jordi Matas, Marco Mezquida, Antonio
Serrano, Jo Krause, Gianni Galiardi,
Martin Leiton, Borja Barrueta, Juan Pablo
He has just recorded a CD with “The Balcazar, and in the Alcañiz Jazz Seminar
Comminmen’s”, a modern Jazz Quartet, with teachers like Carlos Torrijo, Xavi
that also serves as a platform for his own Naval and Pedro Vega. In March 2009, he
compositions. He is part of “JazzenZaragoza”, took part in the Jazz Composition course
playing weekly at different jazz venues such held by the Author Foundation, taught by
as “La Bóveda”, “Mas claras”, “Dublin Café”, the pianist Guillermo Klein, in Zaragoza.
“El Refugio del Crápula” or “El Golpe”, As a teacher he has worked for over twelve
with musicians like Jesus Marti, Javier years in the Department of Modern Music
Callén, Fran Gazol, Israel Tubilleja, Jaime at the Municipal School Miguel Arnaudas
Vines, Gerardo Lopez, Marcos Sanchez, (Alagón), the Municipal Schools of Music
Celia Carballo, Coco Fernandez, Daniel in Utebo, Gallur and Sariñena. His teaching
Escolano, and also with his own bands includes Instrument, Combo and Modern
“La Comodidad” (fusion of rock, reegae, Harmony. He is currently part of the
folk, flamenco, ...), “The Comin Project” CEMM faculty (Modern Music Studies
(modern jazz), “Divago’s” (jazz), “Stengade” Centre), performing and teaching at the
(funky-jazz) or “Belleville duo” (jazz “Teatro de las Esquinas” and the “Centro
manouche). In 2014 he recorded an album Musical y Artístico Las Armas”.
with the Ernesto Larcher Sextet in Madrid.
Comin is a guitarist focused on Modern and
Jazz Music. He obtained a degree in Jazz by
the Conservatoire of Navarre and he is an
active member of the “JazzenZaragoza”,
which programmes an average of 120 jazz
performances a year in Zaragoza.

Since he was 13 years old he has studied at
the Music Institute of Zaragoza (IMZ), in

Alex Comín

Roberto
Gómez Cinca

Gómez Cinca has a degree in Elementary and Professional Studies from the Municipal and
Professional Conservatoires of Zaragoza with Pablo Leonar and Javier Murillo respectively.
He has also attended courses by international soloists, such as John Aigi, Ingrid Rebstock and
Germán Asensi, among others. He began his studies in Modern Music with Gerardo Lopez,
Rudy Vistel, Alonso Martinez and David Pastor.
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In 2011 he started advanced studies in Jazz Trumpet at Musikene, receiving classes from
teachers such as Andrzej Olejniczak, Miguel Lopez, Theo Crocker, Guillermo McGill, Mariano
Diaz, Joaquin Chacón, Francesc Capella, Alejandro Mingot, Miguel Blanco, Bob Sands or his
tutor, the American trumpeter and composer Chris Kase. In addition to that, he has attended
Masterclasses with Fabio Brunn, David Llavata, Pacho Flores and Luis Gonzalez. He is also a
graduate in Music Pedagogie.
He has been part of groups like Musikene Big Band (now trumpet lead), Donosti Meeting
Big Band, Banda de las Delicias, Youth Soundtracks Orchestra (JOBS), Rudy Vistel Latin
Jazz, Bourbon Street Dixieland or The Chetos (tribute Chet Baker). He was part of the project
“Comenius”, formed by young musicians on tour in Germany and Italy (2005).

Alejandro Doñágueda

Doñángueda was born in 1982 in
Calatayud (Zaragoza). He obtained a
degree in Jazz Saxophone and studied
with Mikel Andueza, Alberto Arteta,
Javier Garayalde, Iñaki Askunce,
Jonathan Hurtado and others. He has
attended Seminars and Masterclasses
led by Bob Mintzer, Perico Sambeat,
Jesus Santandreu, and Bobby Martinez,
among others. He has received classes
from Alex Hoffman in New York. He
is part of various jazz formations like
Ayud Jazz Quartet, Mordor’s Defencders
Quartet, Divan Jazz Quartet, Conget
Jazz Quartet, Giant Steps Sax Quartet,
AIRA,S Quartet, Black Band Big Band.
He has also been involved in projects
that depart from his jazz roots including
The Bronson Funk, Loremacu Soul
Machine or Rabluptus Yau in Valencia.

He has taken part in the Festival de
Jazz de Graus (Huesca), Casino Jazz
Festival of Calatayud, Bullas Jazz Festival
(Murcia), MuniJazz (Munilla, La
Rioja) Rondo Jazz Festival (Zaragoza),
Jazzextender (Zaragoza), Jazz Festival
La Besterio (Madrid), San Fermin Jazz
Festival (Pamplona) and San Sebastian
Jazz Festival. He has also a degree in
Music Pedagogy and a BA (Hons) and
MA in Musicology. He has worked
as Saxophone teacher at the School
of Music in Calatayud, the Musical
Group Pascual Marquina, Cetina, Ariza,
Alhama de Aragon and Aniñón. He is
currently a Music Teacher in Secondary
Education and Saxophone Teacher at the
Centre for the Study of Modern Music in
“Teatro de las Esquinas” (Zaragoza).
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Alberto Martínez
He is an innovative and cutting edge trombonist in the
Aragonese scene. He is currently a member of several
important groups, such as the band “The Bronson
Funk”, the Feeling Bigband of Villanueva and the
Lyric Theater of Zaragoza. He has also collaborated
with many other bigbands, pop and rock groups,
bands, chamber music ensembles and villages’
popular music, while combining his studies at the
Music Conservatoire of Zaragoza and maintaining
his job as an engineer.
ra
Alberto is now 29 years old and, since his arrival in
Zaragoza from Sástago, his small hometown, he has
been part of many groups and bands, such as “Los

artistas del gremio” and other less renowned ones
which, however, cover a wide spectrum of musical
genres (PopRock, Rumba Salsa and Latin Charanga,
Jazz, Bigband, Orchestra, Folk, etc). For a number
or years, he also worked as a DJ, which allowed him
to move around the Aragonese night with his DJ
sets and Techno Music. Nonchalantly, he has also
entertained the streets of Zaragoza with the Zbrass
quintet, where, besides playing the trombone, he also
acted as an entertainer by using his “charanga” lingo.
He has also recorded, either as a band member or
as a guest interpreter, with groups of different styles
(folk, pop-alternative, Pop-Rumba ...) among which,
“Spaghetti-funk” is one of his highlight acts.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS SHEET
Name of the company:

“Bitácora” (linked to “MUSIC SERVICES Bergo S. COOP”).

Genre: 			Music.
Sub-genre:
		
Fusion Jazz / Instrumental Music (copyright).
Type of audience:
Suitable for all audiences.
Title: 			“Amphibious Music”.
Musicians		
Quintet version: Antonio Ballestín (piano), Fran Gazol (drums), Javier Callén (low), Alejandro Doñá
gueda (sax), Roberto Gomez Cinca (trumpet).
Septet version: Antonio Ballestín (piano), Fran Gazol (drums), Javier Callén (Low), Alejandro 		
Doñágueda (sax), Roberto Gomez Cinca (trumpet), Alex Comin (Guitar), Alberto Martinez
(Trombone).
Duration:			

90 minutes (negotiable, depending on the event).

Premiere: 			

Zaragoza International Jazz Festival (November 12, 2010).

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS.
Venue: 		
Installation: 		
Removal: 		
Sound check: 		

Auditorium or Street.
On the day of the performance.
On the day of the performance.
Essential

Stage (Music):
Depth: 			
3,0 m. minimum.
Width:			
5,0 m. minimum.
Essential:			
With power supply.
Desirable:
		Grand piano.
Provision on stage

		
				
Piano /Keyboard

			
Drum set - Percussions			
Double Bass & Bass Guitar
			
Guitars
				
Trombone Trumpet Saxes

Microphones, MONITORING and P.A.: Depending on the stage dimensions and characteristics of the
auditorium. The band can sound either acoustic (with own amplifiers) or by using the equipment and technical
personnel of the particular hall or auditorium. As an example, see the “rider” below.
Lighting design to be agreed, depending on the characteristics of the event and venue.

TYPE
RYDER

Auditorium or Concert Hall

VOICE presentation: a Shure SM58.
GRAND PIANO (optional) AND KEYBOARD:
Piano room with two microphones L and R.
NORD STAGE keyboard (88 keys) with mounting bracket and 2 DIs for L and R.
BATERIA:
Gretsch, Yamaha and MAPEX preferred. A kit consisting of BD 20 “TOM 10” TOM 12 “, Low
TOM 14”; stands for cymbals, hihat, snare drum stands, 4 cymbal dish and a stool.
The microphones to be used will be essentially AKG, Sennheiser or Shure AUDIX (kick, snare, hihat, tom 1, tom 2 tom bass, left and right ambients), most notably the overhead must be of high
quality.
GUITARS:
Amplifier.
2 mic Shure SM57 for L and R. Several sockets for MultiFX.
DOUBLE BASS & BASS GUITAR:
Amplifier.
A BSS DI or similar.
SAXOPHONES & FLUTE:
For the saxophones, a micro clamp SHURE, AKG, Sennheiser agent or AMT.
For flute, Micro fixed SHURE, AKG, Sennheiser agent or AMT.
TRUMPET:
Fixed Shure SM58 microphone, AKG, SENNHEISER or AMT.
TROMBONE:
fixed microphone SHURE, AKG, SENNHEISER or AMT.
* A monitor for each of the musicians with separate sendings.
* 7 large orchestra music stands, desirably with a lamp on each of them. In case no lamps are
available, please let us know in advance.

Bitácora
Antonio Ballestín
657 272 710
antonioballes@gmail.com
Youtube Channel http://www.youtube.com/user/antonioballestin
www.antonioballestin.com

